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The search warrant used in Ward  v. Superior C o u r t  i s  a 
example of the technical specificity that should 

appear in computer crime search warrants. The Ward warrant 
site in- specified the "computer memory bank or other data storage 
St con- devices, magnetically imprinted with Information Systems 
further Design ( ISD)  remote plotting computer programs. , ,77 I n  

.he type addition to the difficulty in determining what to request 
rmat ion, in the search warrant, there is the uncertainty of the 
ed under form of the requested items to be seized. This is a prob- 
granted lem for the drafter as well as the executor of the warrant. 
investi- A requested computer program may be found in the form 
States of punch cards, printout sheets, or sti 1 1  in intangible 

ress an form within the computer. 78 Certain state7' and federal 
i ng the jurisdictions8 0  allow police officers to use civilian 
omni t tee assistance in conducting warranted searches. The experts 
reports are considered special police agents, so their actions 
te will are protected by the laws of agency. Unti 1 pol ice become 

more adept at conducting such searches, the practice of 

comb at 
having computer experts accompany police on these search 

1tion of and seizure forays appeas to be worthwhile. 

1 safe- V I .  EVIDENTIARY PROBLEMS 
requi re 

a suf- The presence of computers has created additional 

ev i dence complexities and definitional problems within the accepted 

n t  man- rules of evidentiary procedure. Such difficulties are 

ing the inherent whether the prosecution is for a computer crime 

and the or a more traditional offense. The basis for seeking 

i nvo 1ved admission of computer evidence in litigation is under 

defense the business records exceptions to the hearsay rule. 

be c ome Like any other conforming document, computer-generated 

evidence which meets the specifications of the appropriate 

statute or common law rule wi 1 1  qualify as a 'business 



Until computer-generated documents are generally 


accepted, photocopy statutes can be used as a basis for ad- 


mision of computer evidence. Photocopy statutes allow ad- 


mission of reproductions made in the regular course of 


business, thereby allowing the reproductions to be considered 


equal to the originals. However, authorities consider com-


puter outprint microfilm to be the production of originals 


and not copies of inf~rmation.'~ There is usually the re-


quirement that the reproductions be made on a durable medium. 


There are also federal83 and states4 photocopy statutes. 


Most of the state statutes are modeled after the Federal 


Uniform Photographic Copies of Business and Public Records 


as Evidence Act,85 which has been adopted by 39 states. 


There are a number of specific business records rules 


which allow for the admission of computer evidence. These 


rules are basically similar., and courts of various juris-


dictions have frequently cited cases concerned with admis-


sibility, from jurisdictions following differing evidentiary 


rules. These rules are: 


1 )  thk Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 8 0 3 ~ ~ '  es-

pecially subsectioned (6) 88, (7) 89, and (8);90 


2) the former Federal Business Records Act, 91 which 

was repealed and replaced in 1975 by the present 

Federal Rule of Evidence 803(6); 


3) the Uniform Business Records as Evidence Act 

(UBREA). 92 As of 1977 26 states had adopted his 

rule; 93 


4) common law rules in effect in Mississippi and 

Illinois;94 and 


5) specific state statutes governing the admissib- 

i 1 i ty of computer evidence, as in Massachuset ts,95 

New Jersey,g6 North Carol ina, g7 and Arkansas.g8 
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Some of these rules are sufficiently similar in 


construction, as the Federal Rules of Evidence and the 


Former Federal Business Records Act, that some courts 


have readily applied the interpretations of the old statute 


to cases founded on the newer rule. 99 In general all 


these rules require that the offering of evidence be made 


in good faith in the regular course of business, prior 


to the current judicial proceeding, and that i t  was in 


the regular course of the business to make such a record 


at the time of the transaction, or within a reasonable 


time thereafter. There usually is also a requirement 


that a witness present information indicating the accuracy 


and reliability of the computer system that generated 


the evidence. In some statutes the courts have the dis-


cretion to also require that the original data be made 

100
available. 


Under The Best Evidence Rule, when the terms of 


a writing are the basis of a question in litigation, the 


original writing must be produced unless i t  is unavailable 


for some reason other than the fault of the producer. 101 


This rule does not apply to the question of the existence 


of a writing. The focus of the best evidence rule is 

just that - securing the best available evidence. The 

rule is not aimed at excluding evidence. Once a satis-

factory explanation is given for the absence of an original 


writing, secondary evidence is admissible. 


The scope of the federal best evidence rule is 


equivalent to the same common law rule. Io2  computer art 


is specifically included in the definition section of 


the federal rule. lo 3  Generally, admissions a1 lowed under 


one of the recent business records exceptions are exempt 




from the Federal best evidence rule. lo 4  A1 so courts have 

a1 lowed the admission of a computer printout (deemed' a 

copy) made specifically for litigation because the stored 

information was constructed during the normal business 

routine, and the printout was just a manifestation of 
105
that information. 


One of the first appellate computer evidence cases 


was Transport Idemnity Co. v. Seib. lo6 The issue was 


the admissibility of the computer printout. The suit 

involved payment on a contract for sales comissions. 

A computer printout indicating accounting payments was 

admitted into evidence over the objection that there was 

a lack of proper foundation for its admission. This was 

later the basis of appeal. The trial record indicatd 

that the defendant produced a witness who testified as 

to the computer procedures, their accuracy, and the general 

business procedure of putting accounting records into 


the computer. The court held that i t  was the intent of 


the UBREA statute to permit the admission of systematically 

entered records. Because a foundation indicating this 


had been shown, the decision was affirmed. 


In a widely cited case, U n i t e d  S t a t e s  v. De G e o r g i *  

the court admitted a computer printout into evidence as 


corroborative proof that the car the defendant had been 


charged with stealing had in fact been stolen. 


printout indicated no evidence that the car had been properly 


rented. The only foundation laid for admission of this 


printout was testimony that i t  was the company's procedure 


to enter all of its business records inmediately into 


the computer terminal. Therefore there was no tangible 


listing of this information other than the computer print- 




out. Although this case is frequently noted for the holding 
have 

that computer printouts are admissable evidence, the court 
led a 


tored in its opinion noted that i t  had not ruled on the adequacy 


of the foundation for the admission because at trial the
i ness 

defendant did not raise any objection to that issue. 108 
n of 


In Mississippi, a st'ate that does not have any 


business record 	statute, a good example of comnon law 
cases 

interpretation of the admissibility of computer evidence 


wa s 

occurred in the case of King v. State ex rel. Murdock Accep- 
suit 

tance Corp. l o g  The court here re1 ied on Transport Indemnity 
ions. 

v - seibl10 in ruling that no particular form of record 
was 

was required, so long as the best form of evidence was 
e was 
secured. The court indicated that the lawmust take notice s was 


iicatd of comnercially sanctioned means of business. Additionally, 


:d as the court required that the computer equipment be iden-


:neral tified as to its accuracy and procedure, that the policy 


of entering information into the computer was a matter
into 

of business routine, and that the equipment used was con-
nt of 


cal ly sidered standard in the business. The court did not require 


this 	 that witnesses be present to testify as to the time and 


place of information entry into the computer. 


VI I PREVENTION AND SECURITYorgia, 


ce as 
 Breaching the security of computer data can take 

been 
 many forms. Unauthorized access to a program allows data 

The 
 to be destroyed, copied, or modified. Data transmission 


)per l y  lines can be tapped. Of greater importance is the poten- 
this tial for the modification of the system's programned 


:edure 
 security processes. In order to implement the laws en-

into 


acted to prosecute computer crime, security measures must 

ngible 
 be devised to detect the law breaker. 

print-
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nfluential 
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ng i t ;  


perceived 


te sector 


preventing 


computer crime; 120 and finally, that the most prevelant 


methods that the respondants used to accomplish this goal 


was limiting access to computer programs and logic, and 

121
limiting access to computer operations. 


The American Society for Industrial Security (ASIS)  

has 	promulgated a listing of specific recommendations for 


improved computer security. These guideline sumnaries 


include: 


1) 'separation of knowledge' through division of re-

sponsibilities, job rotation, physical isolation, 

controlled access, logging of stop-pages and in-

terruptions; 


2) 	written programning instructions with threat 

rrlonitoring and audit trails built in; 


3) 	careful accounting of all input documents; 


4) 	periodic changes in access codes and passwords; 

and 


5) 	scramblers and cryptographic applications in data 

transmission. 122 


Large computer companies, such as IBM, have also de-

veloped similar recornendations for comnercial user security 

123 
programs. 


Equipment security features cannot be the sole 


method of deterrence. The educatsion of the public regard- 


ing the uses and abuses of computers, and the consequences 


of any actions with and against computers, must accompany 


any security plan in order for the plan to be successful. 


In our society today, computer skills are most rapidly 


being developed for school children. The computer is 


a very powerful tool. Power is accompanied by corres-


ponding responsibility. Because of the inherent damages 


in the abuse of that power, society will be derelict in 


its duties if it teaches only how to use the computer 






Evidentiary acceptance of computers has been more 

easily adopted. Under the Federal Rules of Evidence, 
chi eved and other evidentiary procedure acts, the courts have 
leloping generally allowed the introduction of computer generated 
laws to information with only the most c o m o n  of formalities. 
g those 

Legislation alone, however, will not protect com-

puters in the modern world. Efficient self-help measures, 

such as the installation of security devices and educating 

IS have 
users as to the possible consequences of unauthorized 

atutes, 

3 tech-

computer useage will provide the other two cornerstones 

in the construction of a computer-secure society. 
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land, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, 
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North 
Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode 
Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Utah, Vermont, Virgin Islands, Virginia, Washington, 
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14 U.L.A. 
1980). 

Civ. Proc. and Rem. Laws 145 (~4aster ed. 

S u p r a  note 8 4 .  

C r i m e ,  1 8 7 .  Fed. R. Evid. 803. 

Zompu t er 
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88. Fed. R. Evid. 803(6) states: 

W r i g h t , 
C l o u s t o n ,  

A memorandum report, record, or data compilation, 
in any form, of acts, events, conditions, opin- 
ions, diagnoses, made at or near the time by, 
or from information transmitted by, a person 
with knowledge, if kept in the course of a reg- 
ularly conducted business activity, and if i t  
was the regular practice of that business 
act i vi ty to make the memorandum, report , record, 
or data compilation, all as shown by the test-
timony of the custodian or other qualified wit-
ness, unless the source of the information or 
the method or circumstances of preparation in-
dicate lack of trustworthiness. The term 

N.Y.S. 
a n i ,  120 

'business' as used in this paragraph includes 
business, institution, association, profession, 
occupation, and calling of every kind, whether 
or not conducted for profit. 

d state 
Calif-

korgia, 
, Mary-

i 

89. Fed. R. Evid. 803(7) A b s e n c e  of E n t r y  i n  R e c o r d s  
K e  t i n  A c c o r d a n c e  w i t h  t h e  P r o v i s i o n s  of P a r a g r a p h  
( 6 r )states: 

Evidence that a matter is not included in the 
memoranda reports, records, or data compilations, 
in any form, kept in accordance with the pro-



visions of paragraph (6), to prove the nonoccur- 

rence or nonexistence of the matter, i f  the 

matter was of a kind of which a memorandum, re- 

port, record, or data compilation was regularly 

made and preserved, unless the sources of infor-

mation or other circumstances indicate lack of 

trustworthiness. 


90. 	 Fed. R. Evid. 803(8) states: 


Records, reports, statements, or data compil-
ations, in any form, of public offices or 
agencies, setting forth (A) the activities of 
the off ice or agency, or ( B )  matters observed 
pursuant to duty imposed by Iaw as to which 
matters there was a duty to report, excluding, 
however, in criminal cases matters observed by 
police officers and other law enforcement per-
sonnel, or (C) in civil actions and proceedings 
and against the Government in criminal cases, 
factual findings resulting from an investigation 
made pursuant to authority granted by law, un-
less the sources of information or other cir-
cumstances indicate lack of trustworthiness. 
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